Introduction of a web portal for an Individual Health Management and observational health data sciences
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Background: There is a global trend to a stronger active involvement of persons in the maintenance and restoring of health. The Competence Centre for Complementary Medicine and Naturopathy (CoCoNat) of the Technical University of Munich (TUM) has developed a lifestyle concept to enable each individual to manage his or her health – Individual Health Management (IHM) – and a web-based health portal named Virtual Tool for Education, Reporting, Information and Outcomes (VITERIO®), which addresses these needs for practice and research.

Objectives: The objectives of this study were to establish a core set of questionnaires for a self-assessment program on certain risk indications and comprehensive protection factors of health and to develop and enhance 1) tools for individual feedback, longitudinal self-monitoring, self-assessment, and (self-)care-planning; 2) training packages; 3) open notes and records for provider and patient; and 4) tools for monitoring groups and single participants in various indicators for individual coaching and scientific evaluation.

Methods: The CoCoNat of TUM, Faculty for Applied Health Science of Technische Hochschule Deggendorf, VITERIO® company, IHM campus network, and Erich Rothenfußer Foundation, Munich, provide a consortium responsible for content, research strategy, technical production and implication, postgraduate education for IHM coaches, implementation of IHM in various settings, and funding resources.

Results: A data set of indicators for health screening and self-monitoring of findings, symptoms, health behavior, and attitudes are integrated into a web-based health portal named VITERIO®. The article introduces some implemented graphical solutions of developed tools and gives examples for daily use.

Conclusion: Behavioral change and adaptation in attitudes and personal values are difficult issues of health education and lifestyle medicine. To address this problem best, the implementation of a patient-centric, performance measures-based program including open records and a blended learning concept were elaborated. The combination of an individual web-based health portal with personal coaching allows the implementation of IHM in everyday practice.
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Introduction

The prevalence of obesity and stress are continuously rising, and so related diseases such as type II diabetes and cardiovascular diseases have become a big issue for medical care and health systems.

Both conditions can be circumvented by prevention or intervention strategies such as lifestyle programs.1,2 These behavior change programs are based on the concepts of...
either “life counseling” where participants are trained and supervised by coaches or “quantifying self” where participants use tools to periodically measure their single body conditions. However, comprehensive programs combining both concepts are largely missing. Therefore, the sustainability of the achieved results remains a big challenge.

Poor accountability and adherence of individuals are well-known obstacles that account for failure and lacking benefits of preventive and therapeutic lifestyle recommendation programs. One of the problems here is that participants of such medical programs have only very restricted possibilities to monitor their personal progress during the course of the program either because they are not trained well enough for collecting their personal data indicating their personal progress or due to a lack of a tool to generate numeric or other measurable outcome data. Usually, measurable data are obtained only at the end of the program, such as in weight-reducing programs or diabetes prevention strategies. In order to enhance the accountability and adherence of the clients and patients, it is therefore recommended to conceptualize various performance measures (PMs) that enable them to participate and engage their trainings and treatment plans.

The Competence Centre for Complementary Medicine and Naturopathy (CoCoNat) located in the Medical Faculty of the Technical University of Munich (TUM), Germany, has been developing an applicable approach to measure patient-reported outcomes (PROs) for the needs of clinical and outcomes research, health education, and everyday practice in the field of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), knemptism, and behavioral change programs.

In the last 10 years, CoCoNat has been generating an Individual Health Management (IHM) that enables the individual to care for and optimize his or her own so-called physiological basis functions as well as psychosocial and cognitive basis competences during daily life combining “life counseling” with “personal coaching.”

The use of organismic, psychosocial as well as cognitive personal contributions to stay healthy is a core issue of salutogenic theory and of many of the folk medicines.

Physiological basis functions are important control paths and processes of body health such as breathing, exercising, nutrition, neurovegetative balance, immunological resistance, thermoregulation, sleep, and biorhythm. Psychosocial and cognitive basis competences are focusing on self-competence in, e.g., successful regulation processes of negative emotions and interpersonal skills.

The IHM is a lifestyle concept aimed at the early detection, avoidance, and self-treatment of cardiovascular, metabolic, and stress illnesses. Oriented on the salutogenic model and theory of a health–illness continuum, the IHM is directed at both “healthy” and “ill” people with the goal of strengthening their self-determination, self-competence, and own responsibility in both sickness and health. It is supporting patient’s self-management when suffering already on chronic diseases of different etiological factors. The IHM program is based on empirical findings of stress management, self-help techniques, and behavioral change. It has been designed as a “blended learning” program. “Blended learning” means the mixing and linking of modern e-health technologies with traditional personally attended lessons or counseling.

Further, in order to bear responsibility for oneself and to realize any self-management, it is also necessary to possess full medical information about oneself. That means there is a need to share all notes and records, which have ever been documented by the providers, between client and patient. With this, an attempt has been made to cope with the problems of the lack of sustainability and pedagogical mediation by directing toward coaching. It is created to achieve lifestyle modification with the combined help of personal coaching and the electronic health portal named Virtual Tool for Education, Reporting, Information and Outcomes (VITERIO®). VITERIO® represents the technical background of the IHM lifestyle program. These on-site computer and web technologies made it possible to measure PROs in web users and study participants within a wide range of health promotion and chronic diseases. Subjective experiences such as symptom severity and frequency, well-being, and perceived level of functional ability are various aspects of PROs. Hence, this system is useful in clinical practice to assess response to interventions and training plans, to give feedback to the users as supplied support strategy, and to evaluate issues of perceived effectiveness, efficacy, safety, costs, and adherence. In addition, individual health data from outside the IHM program comprising blood counts, vaccination/immunization status, and doctor’s reports can be included into VITERIO®. Users can determine themselves whether to pass these data to health professionals. Thus, VITERIO® can be used as central data collection comprising all available health–illness data for every single user. This article describes the developmental work of VITERIO® and demonstrates some important prepared features derived from predefined objectives.
Objectives
Following research objectives were specified:

- To establish a web-based health portal including a core set of scientifically substantiated questionnaires, which will address the most common dimensions of self-reported data, PMs, and outcomes of physiological basis functions and cognitive–psychosocial basis competences of the IHM concept.
- To develop a tool for analyzing, monitoring, and coaching of groups and single participants in various indications of distant lifestyle counseling or clinical trials.
- To develop and enhance important technical tools for feedback, longitudinal self-monitoring, self-assessment, and (self-) care-planning.
- To develop and enhance training packages for IHM.
- To develop and enhance open notes and records for both provider and patient.
- To define a concept to user’s privacy.

Methods
Involved institutions and responsibilities for research strategy and technical development
CoCoNat is the principle investigator of IHM and VITERIO® and responsible for the implementation and adaptation of the software platform. VITERIO® is part of a blended learning system that combines an individual care and group support with a tailored web-based program to achieve the desired goals. The competence center also cares – in collaboration with the Faculty for Applied Health Science, Deggendorf – for the train-the-trainer concept. It should qualify health professionals to IHM coaches. These interventionists assist participants, e.g., in adhering to a lower-calorie diet and in increasing physical activity within their high-intensity comprehensive weight loss interventions (215 sessions =60 hours in 12 months) provided in individual or group sessions.

The technical partner of VITERIO®, a company with the same name, is responsible for the operability of the portal. The company is owned by the nonprofit foundation “Erich Rothenfußer Stiftung,” Munich, and responsible for the technical realization of the project. The web-platform, mostly – but not only – used for the implementation of the lifestyle program IHM, gives technical support to clients and patients helping them to put the program into practice. All partners provide a consortium, called IHM campus, responsible for content, research strategy, technical production and implication, postgraduate education for IHM coaches, and funding resources (www.igm-campus.de).

PRO measures (PROMs)
PROs are findings that reflect the subjective sensation of an individual person concerning his or her quality of life, health status, moods or emotions, attitude, behavior pattern, and so on. PROs are collected in numerous questionnaires ranking from high-quality evidence-based and validated forms to simple nonvalidated feedbacks. PROMs are an important tool to analyze and modify one’s attitude and behavior patterns in order to enhance the health level. The perceived assessment of health, illness, and benefits of prevention measures and health care interventions from the patient’s perspective becomes more and more important nowadays.

Through systematic self-logging, the participant gets an overview over his or her own basis functions and basis competences that serve as a reference in comparison with a group or to oneself in the course of a lifestyle modification program.

Health-related quality of life, subjective health status, and perceived state of body, mind, and mood are important measures in autonomous therapy as practiced in complementary and preventive medicine and are also used as primary or secondary end points in clinical trials.

The Health Check in VITERIO® is based on a core set of scientific and evidence-based questionnaires for PROs. All questions and their analysis are oriented toward an idea to give an overview of individual risk factors and protection factors to the user. The corresponding items should demonstrate a “risk protection ratio,” highlighting cardiovascular and metabolic, neurovegetative, and mental risk factors, on the one hand, and life satisfaction as well as other protection factors according to the theory of basic functions and basic competences, on the other hand.

VITERIO®
The health portal VITERIO® is a web-based tool that was designed to collect PROs and to make them available in equal measure for the participant (Patient-Reported Outcomes, Measurement and Information [PROMI] system) and the health professional (Provider Reported Outcomes of Findings and Interventions [PROFI]) throughout the course of clinical studies/trials or lifestyle modification programs such as the IHM. VITERIO® represents the technical background of the IHM lifestyle program. Background theories are, among others, the systemic requirement and resource
IHM program

The general strategy of the program is to determine the individual health risks such as diabetes and cardiovascular diseases by analyzing each participant’s sociodemographic data along with standardized measurements of body weight, size (BMI calculation), waist circumference, and BP. All these measurable and data are collected by questionnaires that are part of the web-based tool VITERIO® and contain information on the participant’s perceived physical and mental states as well as objective medical data (e.g., laboratory parameters). Goal is to optimize the participant’s lifestyle in order to prevent obesity- and stress-related diseases; thus, each participant shall achieve a longer healthier life with more life satisfaction.

In order to optimize adherence of the participants, the IHM program is based on a blended learning concept combining the systematic self-observation, self-perception, and self-reflection of one’s own symptoms and signs of health and illness with the web-based VITERIO® screening tool and lifestyle counseling with specially trained IHM coaches. The basic concept of IHM is “Health Check – plan – act” and consists of a 12-week basic training program and a minimum of a 9-month buildup or maintenance phase. Within the “Health Check” – phase of IHM, two different Health Checks are performed with a core set of questionnaires for self-reported data, routinely. Reexamination is realized every 3 months. The VITERIO® web portal fulfills the needs of the IHM program, and the runtime is at least 1 year. Prolongation of the program and access to VITERIO® are possible by request.

All aspects of IHM are mirrored in the VITERIO® website’s menus including instructions, schedules, logbooks, audios, videos, and written information (Info@zepte®) that contain the core messages in a concise and easy-to-read language. The IHM is timely and in form, and content was structured into a “screening program” (life satisfaction and health risk awareness), “introduction program” (including in-depth health risk factors and protection factors analysis, medical checkup, and presentation of the program), “everyday program” (3 months, from 10–12 after-work group sessions), and the “maintenance program” (9 months, monitoring of health parameters, motivational refresher meetings, and medical checkups).8

Clinical trials

To date, VITERIO® was used in a multicenter randomized controlled trial assessing the impact of tailored lifestyle self-management intervention (TALENT) study on weight reduction.10,11 Further clinical studies are in preparation. The TALENT study was designed to examine whether an IHM with a blended learning concept combining self-observation,
along with lifestyle counseling and medical consultations, can improve adherence to a lifestyle intervention program on weight reduction resulting in better outcomes. Adherence of participants and behavioral change should be promoted by various forms of group sessions, physician-led counseling, self-tracking, and self-determination using the health portal VITERIO®. The two main phases of the TALENT study were a 3-month weight reduction phase (in exceptional cases up to 6 months) and a 9-month maintenance phase. Throughout both phases, participants used VITERIO®, to protocol the course of their health data concerning measurable parameters such as weight, BMI, BP, and perceived parameters like mood; thus, VITERIO® represents an excellent tool for maximum transparency of study results at any time throughout the duration of the clinical trial for both sides, the participant and the physician. In addition, VITERIO® provides the participant with detailed advice and instructions with respect to food, exercise, relaxation, and various other indicators.

Results
Core set of questionnaires for self-reported data in Health Checks 1 and 2 of VITERIO®

On the welcome page, the VITERIO® health portal starts with a selection tool that consists of the three parts of the basic concept of the IHM: check (orange 1) – plan (blue 2) – act (green 3) (Figure 1).

At the very beginning of the IHM program, the user performs “Health Check 1,” in order to prove cardiovascular and metabolic risks for hypertension, diabetes mellitus, overweight, and stress-related disorders. Health Check 1 uses the following core set of physical data and questionnaires (Table 1): body weight, body height, waist circumference, systolic and diastolic BP, risk assessment on hypertension (Framingham), diabetes (Finnish Diabetes Risk Score [FINDRISK]), and burnout (Tedium Measure). The Framingham hypertension risk score provides a simple and valid tool with which to estimate near-term risk of developing hypertension including only seven items: age, sex, systolic and diastolic BP, BMI, parental hypertension, and cigarette smoking. The questionnaire FINDRISK identifies individual risks of developing a type II diabetes mellitus within the next 10 years. Obesity together with elevated waist circumference accounts for one third of the total risk in FINDRISK. The Tedium Measure is a questionnaire that consists of 21 items that express exhaustion and that are scored on a 7-point rating scale, ranging from “never” to “always.”

In addition to the questionnaires, the user is motivated to document a short structured medical history, biographical history, and comprehensive medical history. Finally, this examination ends with a questionnaire for life satisfaction (Fragen zur Lebenszufriedenheit [FLZ]), one of the most important protection factors of human beings. The FLZ presents a questionnaire for assessing general and health-related quality of life. It combines three features: economy,
modular structure, and individual weighting of items. It consists of two 8-item modules: “General Life Satisfaction” and “Satisfaction with Health.”

An algorithm of these self-reported data identifies different risk indications: free of any tested risks, overweight (light, moderate, heavy, and morbid), prehypertension, hypertension, prediabetes, diabetes, preburnout, burnout, and smoking cessation. Depending on the risk group, the program provides appropriate training plans and training packages for IHM in the “health plan” and “health act” of VITERIO®.

Within “Health Check 2,” the participant defines one’s personal position: What worries me? Which consequences did these kind of stress already trigger in me? Which protective factors do I have? A systematic ascertainment of worldwide cardiovascular risks, stress factors, neurovegetative stress reactions, addictive factors (tobacco and alcohol), physical and psychosocial protective factors with regard to exercise and nutritional behavior, resistance, sleep, health competence, and social competence forms the core set of Health Check 2 (Table 2): The World Health Organization (WHO)-Five Well-being Scale (WHO-5) is a short and generic global rating scale measuring subjective well-being. The WHO-5 items are the following: 1) “I have felt cheerful and in good spirits.” 2) “I have felt calm and relaxed.” 3) “I have felt active and vigorous.” 4) “I woke up feeling fresh and rested.” and 5) “My daily life has been filled with things that interest me.”

The concept of “sense of coherence” (SOC) was put forward by Antonovsky to explain why some people become ill under stress and others stay healthy. The SOC is defined as “the extent to which one has a pervasive, enduring though dynamic, feeling of confidence that one’s environment is predictable and that things will work out as well as can reasonably be expected.” Versions of the questionnaire have been used worldwide in many countries.

The Perceived Stress Questionnaire (PSQ) in Health Check 2 was developed by Levenstein et al and modified by Fliege et al. to measure stress levels. The PSQ is proven to be superior to alternative measures for predicting stress-related health outcomes, because of its high consistency, high reliability, and

### Table 1 Questionnaire for Health Check 1 (trimestrial)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Check 1</th>
<th>IHM icon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic and demographic variables</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biographical history</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive medical history</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical data: self-reported body height, body weight, waist circumference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic and diastolic blood pressure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessment on hypertension (Framingham)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessment on diabetes mellitus (FINDRISK)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk assessment on burnout (Tedium Measure)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short structured medical history</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** FINDRISK, Finnish Diabetes Risk Score; IHM, Individual Health Management.

### Table 2 Questionnaire for Health Check 2 (trimestrial)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Check 2</th>
<th>IHM icon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity of mood state in general (VAS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-level-stresstest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psych-vegetative test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermoregulation, sleep</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The body’s defences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitality, wellbeing (WHO-5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stresses and strains (Perceived Stress Questionnaire)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pessimism (SWOP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker questionnaire, tobacco addiction (Fagerström)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol (number of drinks, CAGE test)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective depressive mood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular and metabolic risk factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory data (total cholesterol, TG, LDL, CRP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCAM risk score</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-a-day monitoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weblog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical power in MET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 minutes / 2 km walking test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedometer number of steps / day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** CRP, C-reactive protein; IHM, Individual Health Management; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; MET, metabolic equivalent; PROCAM, Prospective Cardiovascular Munster; SWOP, self-efficacy, optimism, pessimism [selbstwirksamkeit, optimismus, pessimismus]; TG, triglyceride; VAS, visual analog scale; WHO-5, World Health Organization (WHO)-Five Well-being Scale.
validity. The Fagerstrom Tolerance Questionnaire is a test to evaluate nicotine dependence. The Medical Outcomes Study (MOS) Social Support Survey is a 19-item, self-administered survey developed for patients in the MOS. It was originally designed as a self-administered measure of functional social support in community-dwelling chronically ill persons. As part of the MOS, a multiyear, multisite study to explain variations in patient outcomes, Research and Development Corporation developed the 36-item Short Form (SF-36) Health Survey. SF-36 is a set of generic, coherent, and easily administered quality of life measures. The Prospective Cardiovascular Münster Study risk score predicts the probability to suffer from a myocardial infarction in the next 10 years. Questionnaires on physical activity, metabolic equivalent values, as well as nutrition index were developed in-house.

Beside this core set of questions determining the individual risks in both Health Checks, various other questionnaires, addressing individually these findings, can be added and tailored to different issues by health professionals, health coaches, or clinical researchers.

Both Health Checks provide a systematic perception of health-related risk factors and protective factors (Figure 2A) with the assistance of web-based tools and facilities. It also helps the user to monitor results and behavior during daily life and to record symptoms during illness. In addition, results from blood counts and other objectively measurable health data can be added. Feedback is given in the form of dynamic Health Reports with detailed information about the risk and protective factors, constantly available as a PDF file (Figure 2A).

Tools for longitudinal self-monitoring

Besides creating the dynamic Health Report reflecting the participant’s status quo and change in risk and protective factors, VITERIO® provides these results graphically in the form of a circular chart in traffic light colors. This figure represents different risk factors and protection factors and gives an overview to the user enabling her or him to identify easily which indicators need to be changed (Figure 2B). Thus, priorities for training plans in terms of content, intensity, and time line can be set, making it easy for the participants to decide the appropriate measures. The complete data set is also available for the medical doctor or coach on the respective PROFI site of VITERIO®. Thus, the participant has the possibility to discuss appropriate measures for lifestyle modifications with a trained and experienced health professional.

Self-awareness and systematic self-monitoring might support adherence to lifestyle change. Therefore, each participant is equipped with a starter kit containing self...

---

**Figure 2** (A) Individual diabetes risk and (B) protection factors.

**Abbreviations:** HDL, high-density lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; VAS, visual analog scale.
monitoring tools such as a pedometer, visual analog scale (VAS), and waistband. Participants are instructed how to use the tools by hands-on teaching. To assess physical capacity, participants perform a 6-minute or 2-km walking test. A Borg scale rates the perceived exertion.

A 7-day self-monitoring protocol as supplied in VITERIO® serves to analyze everyday behavior and physical findings and to record the participant’s daily amount of steps and proportions of healthy food, symptom severity or mood state, weight, waist circumference, and BP. The PROs are documented on a paper-based form and transferred later into the online portal or, instead of this, directly into VITERIO®. During a weight loss program, participants are advised, e.g., to record daily a set of measures such as steps and body weight.

To assess daily activities and associated moods, the authors developed a time and mood analysis protocol, which has to be completed by each participant during the introduction program and continuously before starting the refresher meetings. The protocol addresses the time spent (in minutes) on specific private or occupational activities (e.g., leisure time, eating, and organizing meetings) as well as the associated mood, measured with VAS.

Participants insert their data autonomously into the web portal, and the software and algorithms create mood diagrams or pie charts. This tool promotes the participant in stocktaking of oneself, and the diagrams help to figure out which areas to address first for the desired behavioral change. This is accompanied by weekly training plans, various individual health-supporting offers such as specific health days, practical workshops, and personal coaching also in the form of a distant lifestyle counseling (Figure 3).

### Open notes and record data

Within a third step of the Health Check phase of the IHM program, physicians serve a medical–psychological checkup (Health Check 3). The outcomes of the physical examination and laboratory data are directly completed into the web portal by the physician or his/her assistance. This checkup creates an electronic health history, vaccination health record, biographical health record, and emergency data in the sense of the European data record (e-Health). Report and checkup results are available as hard copies and electronically. Technically, this has been realized by developing two corresponding entry masks – one for patients (PROMI) and the other for providers (PROFI; see also Figure 4).

This bidirectional data flow makes it possible to inform physicians as well as coaches about PMs from everyday life of the clients/patients; the other way round, the providers allocate their notes of medical data such as findings, diagnoses, interventions, and information as to biographical–medical history to the clients and patients. These open notes and structured data of medical records are available simultaneously and just in time for both sites after completion and saving. The e-Health dossier created by VITERIO® compiles all these individual data, available also as a hard copy for offline use.
Tool for group and single monitoring

The IHM is a lifestyle program designed for coaching individuals and groups. Technical support in monitoring participants during their course of behavioral change and maintenance phase is an essential measure for the coaches in order to give personal advice and to increase the adherence of the participants. VITERIO® offers the technical prerequisite for distant lifestyle counseling by providing a platform where the entire information, collected by VoIP, e-mail, phone, fax, or face-to-face meetings, flows together. We developed a tool for group monitoring enabling coaches to evaluate change in behavior, findings, and special indicators on the PROFI site of VITERIO®. Monitoring up to 15 single graphs of group members simultaneously on the display is reasonable (Figure 5). Further, in order to monitor and to coach a single person, it is necessary to have the course of a single indicator of one participant (Figure 6).

Training packages for IHM

Parts 2 (plan) and 3 (act) of the selection tool on the VITERIO® welcome page offer an overview and access to all training packages. They comprise the sections “self-observation,”

---

**Figure 5** Single graph of group members.

**Notes:** Every single curve represents one single group member. Data for weight loss of each single group member were collected between 2015–2016.

**Figure 6** Single indicator of one single participant.

**Notes:** The figure shows the orange curve from Figure 5 as a single participant graph. Data were collected between 2015 to 2017. The comprehensive lifestyle intervention program IHM showed a significant impact on weight loss and sustainability of the measure.

**Abbreviation:** IHM, Individual Health Management.
“exercise,” “nutrition,” “stress management,” and “remedies and natural substances.” Depending on the defined risk group, determined by the Health Check 1, the program offers schemes of training plans as well as tailored information on healthy lifestyle with the help of web-based training packages.

Each section is equipped with detailed information in the form of Info@zepte and provides the participant with comprehensive advice how to modify his or her lifestyle. Furthermore, one section of the training plan and package is designed to provide an individual summary and Info@zepte, which are tailored by the health professional, coach, or the user himself or herself to the needs of the participants. In addition, there are other important health issues such as organ donation, vaccinations, and early detection examinations for an individual health planning.

Tool for clinical trials
VITERIO® has already been used for the TALENT study where the effect of a tailored lifestyle intervention on weight reduction has been analyzed.\(^\text{11}\) Especially for this study, the web-based health portal was an ideal tool to monitor health establishment of each participant and, throughout the course of the study, modifications in lifestyle and their direct impact on weight loss and well-being. In this context, all the participants received tailored advice in the form of audio files, video files, and Info@zepte as deposited in VITERIO® complemented by (distant) lifestyle counseling by coaches and health professionals. This concept of “blended learning” increased adherence to lifestyle modifications and thereby positive outcomes. The main outcome parameter “body weight” showed a mean decrease of 8.7 kg (SD = 6.1, n = 109) in the intervention group (IHM) and 4.2 kg (SD = 5, n = 57) in the control group after 12 months. General linear model testing of the change values revealed a highly significant difference between the groups (p < 0.001, t-test for paired groups). In addition, it was shown that, in both groups, the respective weight reduction from month 0 to month 12 was statistically significant (p < 0.001); 66% of the participants in the IHM group showed a weight reduction of at least 7.5% of baseline value at month 12, while only 13.3% of the participants in the control group fulfilled this criterion. This difference proved to be statistically significant (p < 0.001, Fisher’s exact test).

Along with the weight reduction, secondary variables such as BP, fasting sugar, and low-density lipoprotein cholesterol were significantly reduced. Findings from a further secondary analysis indicated an association between the level of self-monitoring of daily lifestyle and weight loss.\(^\text{11}\)

Data security concept
An increasing amount of personal health information is being collected and stored in a repository and database at the TUM. This induces the need for a data security concept protecting the confidentiality and security of all web users. First, all data are documented in the central database without personal information. The only personal data permitted are sex and age in years. Various personal identification number administrations obtaining corresponding personal identification data are merely available at individual providers within the network of IHM campus. Thus, the data architecture is distributed and not centrally organized. Most of the administration software is running on standalone computers of outdoor practices, prevention centers, day clinics, and hospitals. Clients and patients organize data access to VITERIO® by means of an own administration. They decide who is authorized to have a look at it or not, exclusively. Each user is responsible for the accuracy and completeness of the submitted information. For all information such as PMs, laboratory test results, and results of medical findings filled in – independently by whom – there is a detailed time stamp for each activity and a registry of an authentication code. Furthermore, a written agreement regulates access to clinical trial data for reanalysis or secondary scientific research for observational study data.

The most important characteristics concerning the data security concept are as follows:

Anonymity
- No personalized data will be collected.
- No registration of personal data such as name, address, and bank details.
- The collected medical data do not allow any conclusion on distinct persons.
- No data storage regarding IP addresses of hosts.

Trust center
- Data storage at the CoCoNat, which is part of the TUM.
- CoCoNat serves as a trust center.
- No commercial exploitation of data.
- Exemption from attachment of wages for all data.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption
- Data transfer via SSL encryption.
- Advanced Encryption Standard 256-bit standard encryption
Discussion

Biomedical outcomes such as clinical and laboratory parameters used in modern academic medicine need to be complemented by measures that focus on the patient’s concerns in order to evaluate interventions and identify more appropriate forms of health care. In the assessment of health, illness, and therapy success, PROs are important measures, because they reflect the perspective of the patient, which eventually cannot be captured in clinical dimensions; however, the perceived well-being and quality of life are equally important for the patient for objectively measurable therapy success (e.g., surgical removal or minimizing of tumor burdens).

Learning self-management and self-help within a framework of a lifestyle or a chronic diseases management program supports clients and patients in health literacy, self-competence, and participation. However, this approach is a big challenge for client, patient, and coaches involved equally in this process.

A big issue in this process is intermediation of teaching and learning contents, which we addressed in particular within the implementation phase of our lifestyle modification program IHM. Blended learning and giving feedback by PMs are the most important features to evaluate and to teach the course of change in behavior and mind. Weight control, self-motivation in physical exercise, and control in emotional management are examples for self-monitoring and learning of important competences to keep oneself healthy in daily life. Final goal is to achieve a better maintenance and adherence of participants toward the IHM program.

The central element of IHM is a form of self-management, which provides the individual with the ability to take care of and optimize his or her basis functions (exercise, nutrition, vegetative balance, resistance, thermal balance, sleep, and rhythm) and psychological and cognitive basis competences (stress management, communication, self-efficacy, sense and value orientation, well-being, self-perception, and self-reflection) in everyday life, with the objective of sustainably increasing, maintaining, or restoring his or her personal quality of life and life satisfaction through a healthy lifestyle. This concept gave orientation in finding the suitable items and dimensions for monitoring the participants’ risk factors and protection factors for health. Related to these factors, adequate questionnaires had to be found and proved to be correct and valid for this purpose. In addition, all questionnaires had to be free of license fee. These questionnaires exert the basis for the web-based health portal VITERIO® that was designed to collect PROs and to make them equal measures available for the participant (PROMI) and the health professional (PROFI) throughout the course of clinical studies/trials or lifestyle modification programs such as the IHM. PROs are an important method to capture the subjectiveness of a person’s attitude and behavior. This is of utmost importance in complementary medicine where the autonomous performance of the patient comes to the fore. In this way, VITERIO® becomes an important tool to map participant’s personal contribution and responsiveness. VITERIO® thereby serves as a tool for systemically monitoring and managing individual risk factors and protection factors and in case of need for documentation of indications and symptoms. In addition, numerous features (e.g., diaries and Info@zepte) help the participant to implement a healthy lifestyle and facilitate informational self-determination.

A predecessor of VITERIO® has been developed by Melchart et al as an electronic patient record named “Medical Monitoring®.” In order to develop VITERIO® tailored to the requirement of the comprehensive lifestyle intervention program IHM, the scientifically evidenced questionnaires that form the core of Health Checks 1 and 2 (see result section) had to be included into the e-Health portal. Validity and reliability were the most important criteria in the selection process of the questionnaires. All questionnaires and their application are based on clinically proven or population-based scientific information and results.

In order to prove validity and reliability of VITERIO® in the clinical setting, we have used this tool in a randomized controlled trial on weight reduction in the TALENT study and in a prevention program in individuals with perceived stress.

Adherence of the participants, on the one hand, and mediation of teaching and learning contents, on the other hand, are the most important issues in the field of preventive medicine and lifestyle interventions. VITERIO® addresses both problems through the implementation of patient-centric, PMs-based programs including open records and blended learning techniques. By means of a so-called web-based training, VITERIO® offers the participant a systematic interpretation of his personal data in the framework of his individual establishment. Accordingly, VITERIO® creates an indication-specific Health Management Program for healthy participants with defined (high) risk burdens (overweight, prediabetes, prehypertension, preobesity, and preburnout) or a Disease Management Program for participants with already-established diseases (treated hypertension, type II diabetes, grade II obesity, and burnout). An individual lifestyle training program represents the fundament of reaching the aim of a healthy lifestyle. VITERIO® and the included
“Info@zepte” offer a comprehensive spectrum of recommendations and instructions in the form of audio files, video files, and PDF files, structured according to indication, basis functions, and basis competencies. Depending on the objective, coaches or health professionals customize the content and give more detailed or more general advice in the form of individual training and therapy concepts (e.g., weight reduction or stress relief).

To ameliorate the usability of VITERIO®, many checks and proofs have been necessary and will be as well in the future. Beside technical aspects, the quality of the accompanied coaches and physicians has to be guaranteed by continuously teaching and establishing a postgraduate course at the Faculty for Applied Health Science, Deggendorf.

A steering committee should assume responsibility for the whole collaboration, which will function as the main governing board. In addition, there will be two more organizational units, namely a Scientific Advisory Board and a Project Advisory Board, making recommendations toward research strategy and common policies.

Due to the large sample size collected throughout the years in VITERIO®, a selection of responses to the items of PROs can also be used for research reason and scientific questions. CoCoNat has established a collaborative of IHM providers in different Bavarian (Germany) health resorts, recently. This network, called IHM campus, is accompanied by some researchers of different colleges and supported by health politicians as well as some sickness funds. The IHM campus has started to collect self-reported data from diverse populations of individuals, changing over various kinds of health promotion or self-management groups in chronic diseases. The user network gives suggestions to optimize usability and performance of the applications. Primary settings are communities, health tourism, companies, and medical supply clientele. The IHM campus is a for-profit organization concerning the implementation of IHM services in spa regions, clinics, practice, and doctor’s offices. In terms of research activities, the network is also a nonprofit organization, ensuring that the research resources developed through the network and the results of publicly funded research become readily available to the research community.

### Conclusion

In future, the network “IHM campus” will provide a statistical coordination center that offers analyses of outcomes of, e.g., operational health hazards, mainly organized by spa centers for commercial purpose. Furthermore, the network will organize a comprehensive data collection and storage and management of data. It will provide clinical studies – as already done so for the TALENT study – quality assurance programs, epidemiological studies, and adherence research and will generate item banks.44 IHM campus is determined to ensure that all our service users receive quality-controlled and equitable treatment. It is also committed to promote good relations between all sectors of the network and to serve continuous improvements in quality assurance. This includes an effective governance due to decision-making processes and data and project governance in order to have guiding principles for sharing data while protecting privacy and security.45,46 These research activities will also support evidence in Health Resort Medicine, an underestimated resource within the proving system for workplace health promotion and elderly people in Germany and worldwide, respectively.47
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